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Introduction

BEN AMPONSAH - CHAIR OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Realising our potential.
When considering how we have as an
organisation fulfilled our potential in
the last year, I think of several things...
At the last AGM (or just before Pride)
although the negotiations/preparations
for the move to Princess House were well
advanced, the whole process was also
beset by a large number of possible
pitfalls. And yet now, a year later, here we
are in a building that really looks the partit is absolutely fantastic and there is more
to come. Whenever I step into Princess
House now, I think ‘now we are starting to
fulfil our potential’.
And, again, I think of what is happening at
Board level: the Trustees recently signed
up to quarterly training because it was felt
that we all needed to have the same level
of knowledge in certain areas like
Governance and financial accounting. So
we are going to subscribe to external

training on a quarterly basis in order to
make sure that we all have a sound a grasp
of this fundamental area and can
continue to execute our roles from a
position of knowledge and with
confidence. Add to that the recent, highly
successful, external recruitment effort to
bring in Trustees with expertise in some of
the areas where we feel there are gaps
and we have a Board that is well on its way
to fulfilling its potential.
And I think of how our flagship services
are doing: the Helpline is now staffed by
65 volunteers with a massive 94%
coverage. And then there are the
Therapeutic Services, which are the focus
of Pride.
I think how much the counselling service
has improved since I started counselling 4
years ago when the service was mainly
student counsellors getting their hours in

to what it is now; staffed mainly by
qualified counsellors with waiting lists
down to 2 weeks and 650 hours provided
last year. And I think of how ubiquitous
our condoms and lube are and I see how
good the magazine is looking and I really
feel that ‘now we are starting to fulfil our
potential’.
And then I think of where we are going as
an organisation; our long term plan and
the vision for the future, I get excited and I
really consider myself lucky to be part of
something that has the potential to be
even more of a life-changer for all lesbian,
gay and bisexual people, not only in the
North West, but in the whole of the UK and
I say to myself: ‘lets do it-let’s fulfil our
potential and be all that we can be, both
as individuals and as an organisation!’
Ben Amponsah
Chair

PAUL MARTIN - CHIEF EXECUTIVE

Reaching for our potential
I truly believe the LGF is beginning to
come into its own. The challenges we
have set ourselves in our soon to be
published Forward Plan, ‘Reaching For
Our Potential’, are daunting by anybody’s
standards. Yet the LGF has the potential
to not just meet these challenges, but to
exceed them.
All of our work and activities that we provide
to lesbian, gay and bisexual people are now
organised within four strategic programmes,
and each programme has a clear and
identified outcome. Within each of these
programmes we have established a number
of commitments, which we will aim to meet
within a specified timeframe.
Outlined below is a flavour of our intentions,
and I strongly encourage you to see the full
plan at www.lgf.org.uk, when it’s available.
Services Programme – delivering first class
and accessible community, health and
support services. We are intending to
increase the number of times people use our
services by March 2008, and we will be
launching the LGF Health Trainers Initiative to
promote health and well-being to lesbian,
gay and bisexual people.

Information Programme – providing high
quality and accurate information and
advice. We are also intending to increase the
number of times people receive information
and advice from us, and we will be launching
an accessible and innovative web presence
LGF Online.
Advocacy Programme – ensuring lesbian,
gay and bisexual people’s voices are heard.
We will be focussing much of our attention
over the coming year on raising awareness of
LGB peoples legal and civil rights. We will also
be launching the LGF’s Skills Academy,
delivering a wide range of training
programmes and increasing peoples
knowledge base and confidence levels.
Research Programme – delivering leading
research and influencing public policy. We
will be submitting funding bids to establish a
Policy Team here at the LGF to build up a
body of evidence of the needs of LGB people
and provide leadership for change with the
public sector. We will also facilitate the
Rainbow Partnership a coalition of
organisations and individuals working
together to end homophobia.
As Ben has mentioned above, we will also be

looking to ensure the LGF is governed
appropriately and continues to be fit for
purpose.
To that end we will be focussing our attention
on our financial sustainability, continuing to
invest in our staff and volunteers professional
development and undertaking a major
market research exercise later this year to find
out your awareness and satisfaction levels
with the agency and identifying ways in
which we can improve our performance.
I fully believe the LGF is firmly positioning
itself by producing, ‘Reaching For Our
Potential’, and the ways in which the LGF has
recently re-organised itself, the skills and
talents of the staff and volunteers of the LGF,
and the ideas and enthusiasm present at
every level of the organisation, will in turn
ultimately lead us to meet the fundamental
challenge of, ‘Ending Homophobia,
Empowering People.’
Have you got the potential to join us?”

Paul Martin
Chief Executive

Our impact

NUMBER CRUNCHING

The year in numbers.
5.2 MILLION times last year, LGF was
accessed via our services, resources,
website, magazine and other printed
resources. (This is excluding our Free
Gay Men’s Safer Sex Packs).
4.7 MILLION hits were recorded at
our website making a significant
contribution to increasing access to
information and services for LGB
people who were unable to visit us in
person.
500,000 LGF Free Gay Men’s Safer
Sex Packs enabled gay and bisexual
men to have safer sex half a million
times last year within Greater
Manchester.
180,000 copies of outnorthwest were
produced and distributed, and 45,675
resources informing LGB people and
their supporters – including
information on local services, sexual
and mental health, and drug and
alcohol related issues were distributed
throughout the north west.

£120,000 was raised by Operation
Fundraiser our joint fundraising
initiative with George House Trust
enabling over 40 Community groups
to access grants provided to support
the development of their work with
LGBT people or people living with
HIV/Aids.
9,172 people walked through our
doors to receive crisis intervention,
work in partnership or simply ask us
for information, advice or training.
6,000 people contacted the LGF
Helpline, administration line and emailed us for support and
information
1,696 people accessed LGF’s Groups
and Services to explore coming out,
meet others and gain much needed
support and information in a safe
and supportive environment.
534 people received training from
the LGF enabling them to develop

skills and promote their own good
health and wellbeing
650 hours of counselling were
provided by LGF helping to improve
the mental health of LGB people
across Greater Manchester and
North West England.
TOP: The LGF staff team with Sir Ian
McKellen, as he officially opens Princess
House - the home of The Lesbian & Gay
Foundation
ABOVE: 500,000 condom packs distributed
in the last 12 months.

398 members of the LGB community
informed our work through our
research questionnaires.
174 men benefited from our unique
community based Outreach Clinic in
partnership with Manchester Centre
for Sexual Health and Manchester
Public Health Development Service
(NHS) helping to reduce Sexually
Transmitted Infections and HIV.
£2 received from our funders or
raised by ourselves means, a person
in the North West receives a sexual
health or mental health service from
us.

Our services

LGF Services

SEXUAL HEALTH AND HIV
PREVENTION WORK
3 year contracts have been secured with
Manchester, Salford and Oldham Primary
Care Trusts. LGF now has its own Sexual
Health Nurse Practitioner, Steve Burgess
who has previously worked in G.U
Medicine at St.Mary's Hospital in London
and both York and Harrogate G.U.M
Clinics.
THE CLINIC
The Outreach Clinic continues its weekly
clinic offering satellite Sexual Health
Services at different venues on
Manchester’s Gay scene on a rotating
basis. Clients are offered a full clinical
service in a relaxed and confidential
environment. The planned relaunch of The
Clinic at LGF is still ongoing and is
awaiting outcome of funding decisions.
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TOP: Carousel, the LGF’s group for lesbians
and bisexual women.
ABOVE: Promotional postcard for the LGF’s
new LGBT Black Group.

developed a website with George House
Trust designed to help people find their
own answers to these these questions.
Visit www.myhivtest.org
CONDOM AND LUBE DISTRIBUTION
SCHEME
Ensuring that every gay and bisexual man
in the Greater Manchester area has access
to condoms, lube and safe sex info is one
of our highest priorities. Over 70 outlets
across Greater Manchester stock LGF’s free
gay men’s safer sex packs.
A successful rebrand took place in 2005
utilizing a friendly face on the packs and
20% more lube in each sachet. Over half a
million condoms are distributed by LGF
every year in Greater Manchester.
THERAPEUTIC SERVICES
Face 2 Face Counselling Service,
Relationship Counselling, Holistic Therapies

Transgender
and
Heterosexual
counsellors, who are either diploma
qualified or on placement in their final
stages of training towards a counselling
diploma. Relationship Counselling and
Holistic Therapies are important additions
to this much needed and increasingly
valued service which will be the focus of
LGF’s promotions throughout a large part
of 2006/07.
GROUPWORK
Two new groups have been established in
the past 12 months. The Black LGBT Group
is a support and social group for black
people who identify as LGBT. Carousel is a
support and social group for lesbians and
bisexual women of all ages. There are now
6 LGF Support groups run from Princess
House and various non LGF groups that
operate from Princess House.
LGF HELPLINE - 0845 3 30 30 30

HIV TESTING
Whether or not to take an HIV test is a big
decision. The answers to why, whether,
when or where to take a test are unique to
each person considering them. LGF have

Waiting times for LGF’s Counselling clients
has been reduced to a 2 week maximum
which is significantly less than many other
services of this kind. We currently have a
team of over 20 Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,

The 30th Anniversary of the Helpline
service was celebrated throughout last
year. Highlights included our float and
promotion of the service at Manchester
Pride and a party at Manchester Town Hall

on National Coming Out Day (October
11th).Strongly supported by Manchester
City Council among many others. Our
Phone a Friend campaign continues and
newly established is an e-mail advice
service from the helpline sponsored by
AOL. The address is helpline@lgf.org.uk
This service means that anyone can e-mail
an enquiry through to the Helpline and be
assured that they will get a reply in total
confidence within 72 hours. After a
successful recruitment campaign in 2005
the Helpline now has 75 operators
increasing shift coverage of this vital
service to 94% including Christmas and
New Year.
SUBSTANCE MISUSE PROJECT
This is a pilot project until April 2007,
funded by Manchester’s Drug and Alcohol
Strategy Team. It aims to network with a
number
of
commissioned
adult
drug/alcohol
mainstream
services,
providing staff in each service gay
affirmative training and implementing
sexual orientation monitoring within
current monitoring systems. This will offer
valuable information regarding numbers

of LGB’s currently accessing treatment and
ways forward to increasing those
numbers. The LGF aims to create
partnership work with appropriate
mainstream drug/alcohol services and
work towards providing all LGB
individuals a high quality care pathway
toward drug/alcohol treatment, advice
and information.
OUTNORTHWEST
Following a relaunch in 2005. The region’s
unique 72 page lifestyle magazine for the
LGB community goes from strength to
strength.15,000 copies are distributed
freely throughout the north west each
month in both scene and non-scene
venues with thousands more copies
downloaded
from
our
website.
outnorthwest
regularly
sponsors
important queer events across the North
West including Manchester Pride, Queer
Up North, Big Gay Read and Homotopia.
General health, sexual health and mental
health are fundamental components in
the magazine and regular monthly articles
are devoted to these areas. Outnorthwest
has the most definitive support and

ABOVE LEFT: The LGF has relaunched its
condom and lube scheme using local gay
and bisexual men.
TOP: LGF staff and volunteers at Blackpool
Pride 2006.
ABOVE: Manchester Pride 2005.
BELOW: outnorthwest goes from strength to
strength.

services listings for LGB’s across the North
West area.
OPERATION FUNDRAISER
Surely as much a part of the Manchester
LGBT scene as any one of LGF’s services is
Operation Fundraiser which continues to
demonstrate its success in LGBT
Community and Events Fundraising with
£120,000 raised during Manchester Pride
2005 and over 40 organisations and
groups benefiting last year.
By contributing resources to this initiative
both LGF and George House Trust are
working hard to maximize the fundraising
opportunities across Greater Manchester
for the benefit of the LGBT and HIV
voluntary sector as a whole.
PRINTED RESOURCES
LGF provides large numbers of printed
information resources and large-scale
community campaigns every year.
The demand for information on Civil
Partnerships and Sexually Transmitted
Infections led LGF to produce two

Our services

do not feel comfortable in other spaces.
LGF's administration services - staff and
volunteer work stations are based here
and spacious meeting rooms enable local
groups and organisations to meet in a safe
and secure environment. Princess House
has full disabled access with a wheelchair
platform lift on entry, lift to all floors,
disabled toilets, induction loop and
wheelchair friendly flooring among many
other features.

extremely successful resources in the last
year, amongst many others.
CIVIL PARTNERSHIPS GUIDE
The design, launch and distribution of our
guide ‘Everything lesbians and gay men
need to know about Civil Partnerships,
sponsored by O’Neill Patient Solicitors.
This is now the preferred guide on this
subject by many registrar offices around
the North West and has been nationally
acclaimed.
SEXUAL HEALTH GUIDE
Our sexual health guide for ‘guys who love
guys and chicks who dig chicks’ has
become our most requested guide in
2005/6 including lesbian and bisexual
women’s sexual health for the first time.
This resource was sponsored by 3M.

TOP LEFT: Last year LGF celebrated 30 years
of continuous operation of the Helpline.
TOP RIGHT: Our new offices on Princess
Street.
ABOVE RIGHT: PC Sam Tennant, LGBT
community liaison officer.
ABOVE: LGF’s Pride Project Group in action.

ROOM HIRE
We have 6 different sized rooms for hire
daytimes and evenings Monday – Sunday.
Our rooms are all disabled accessible. This
has been an excellent source of income
for the agency and our competitive rates
have proved very attractive for our
customers. Call Helen on 0161 235 8008,
for more details.

PRINCESS HOUSE

HOUSING ADVICE SURGERY

Since moving to our new home in October
2005 LGF now provides a larger range of
services to our community than ever
before. The LGF is more visible and aims to
attract those in need of our services who

In January 2006 Manchester City Council
established a housing and homelessness
advice surgery for the LGBT community, in
partnership with LGF at Princess House.
Help and advice is currently given on a

range of issues including homophobic or
transphobic
harassment, domestic
violence, housing benefit problems,
health issues affected by housing,
landlord difficulties, general homelessness
advice and how to register for rehousing.
POLICE SURGERY
The long established Police Drop-in
Surgery at LGF continues its regular
weekly service, helping with any issues
that the LGB community need support
with. Issues such as Hate Crime, domestic
violence, bullying, nuisance neighbours,
homophobia etc are all areas that this
service is designed to specifically deal
with. This is the first of a number of new
initiatives aimed at increasing the reach of
GMP services to the LGB community.
FOUNDATION
To keep fully up-to-date with
development across the agency
throughout the year, make sure you read
our internal magazine, Foundation.
Contact Karen Priestley on 0161 235 8004,
or email karen@lgf.org.uk.

Financial Information

The Lesbian and Gay Foundation
relies on a range of funders, grant
makers and donors to ensure it has
the financial resources to deliver our
wide range of services, information
and research. We would like to thank
all those that have supported us
financially during the year.
Finances and Review of Financial Activities
The result for the year shows total incoming resources at
£1,136,270 (2005: £939,018), a rise of over 20% on 2005.
As with previous years the Primary Care Trusts in Greater
Manchester continue to be the main source of income,
however we continue to diversify our income base and
the year generated some new funding sources and
increased income from all our activities for generating
funds. Our expenditure on charitable activities rose in
line with the increased income. This year we have
analysed costs in line with our major activities, namely
Services (Health, Therapeutic, Advice and Community
Services and the Condom and Lube Distribution
Scheme), Information (Magazine, Website and other
Information Resources) and Research.
The net movement in funds as at end of March was
£121,308 resulting in total funds carried forward of
£216,317. This year the trustees have agreed to set aside
£111,500 from the funds generated into designated
reserves for identified HIV prevention and Sexual Health
Services and Mental Health Services. As a result free
unrestricted reserves have increased during the year by
£81,554 to £104,817 at the end of March. This is in line
with the trustees reserve policy.
Reserves Policy
The Trustees have established a policy whereby the
unrestricted funds not committed to project activity or
invested in tangible fixed assets held by the LGF should
be built up to between a minimum of 3 months and a
maximum of 9 months running costs at any one time (as
recommended by the Charities Commission). At this
level the Board of Trustees believe they would be able to
continue the current activities of the charity in the event
of a significant drop or change in the nature of funding.
Given this situation it would be necessary to look at
what funding is generated and the level of project
activity carried out by the LGF and risk planning
exercises have been carried out by the Board of Trustees.
At the 31st March 2006 unrestricted reserves do not
reach the minimum target level however there has been
a significant increase and the LGF will continue to look at
new funding streams that will contribute to additional
increases in free unrestricted reserves in the future. The
Board is aware of its requirement to increase
unrestricted reserves and continually looks at the
financial position of the Charity.

LGF Accounts
The Lesbian & Gay Foundation Limited
Statement of Financial Activities
for the year ending 31st March 2006 (incorporating income and expenditure accounts)
Incoming Resources

A full set of Financial Statements can be obtained from
LGF, Princess House, Princess Street, Manchester M1 6DD
or by emailing your details to sue@lgf.org.uk

Restricted Funds £

Total 2006

Total 2005

Incoming resources from generated funds:
Voluntary Income
Activities for generating funds:
Fees and other sales
Investment income

39,414

0

39,414

49,161

167,895
2,224

0
0

167,895
2,224

150,413
812

Incoming Resources from charitable activities

800,813

125,924

926,737

738,632

1,010,346

125,924

1,136,270

939,018

11,926
69,511

10,397
65,656

518,811
343,643
50,466

456,458
313,835
50,816

20,605

15,121

Total incoming resources
Resources Expended
Costs of generating funds
Voluntarty Income
Cost of Sales
Cost of Charitable Activites
Services
Information
Research
Governance Costs
Total resources expended

11,926
69,511

331,131
343,643
50,466

187,670

20,605
827,292

187,670

1,014,962

912,283

Net incoming/(outgoing resources for the year) 183,054
Net income/(expenditure for the year)

-61.746

121,308

26,735

33,263

61,746

95,009

68,274

216,317

0

216,317

95,009

2006 £

2006 £

2005 £

2005 £

Total fund brought forward 1st April 2005
Total funds carried forward 31st March 2006

The Lesbian & Gay Foundation Limited
Balance Sheet as at 31st March 2006

Fixed Assets
Office Fixtures and Fittings
Computer Equipment

Current Assets
Debtors
Cash at Bank and in Hand

Current Liabilities
Creditors falling due within one year

Trustee Statement
Presented are the Statement of Financial Activities and
the Balance Sheet extracted from the audited accounts
to 31st March 2006 on which the auditors opinion was
unqualified. The audit was conducted by Slade & Cooper
Limited. The full report and accounts were approved by
the Board of Trustees on 1st August 2006. The pages
reproduced here do not contain the full summary of the
financial affairs of the Charity but paint an outline of the
financial position at 31st March 2006.

Unrestricted Funds £

7,230
1,768

8,259
5,659

8,998

13,918

201,010
138,968

132,361
45,528

339,978

177,889

132,659

96,798

Net Current Assets

207,319

81,091

Total Assets less Current Liabilities

216,317

95,009

Unrestricted Funds
Restricted Funds

216,317
0

33,263
61,746

TOTAL FUNDS

216,317

95,009

Represented by:
Funds and Reserves

Thank you...
The LGF would like
to thank the
following for all
their help and
support over the
last year.

42nd Street
Adam Zane
Age Concern
Albert Kennedy Trust
All LGF Research participants
All Woman 247
AOL
Amicus LGBT Group
Ashton, Leigh & Wigan PCT
AstaBGay.com
Awards for All
Baa Bar
Baillie Street Gym
Bar Below
Bar Risa
Bar Rogue
Barnardos Health Through Action
Basement Sauna Complex
Beliz Catering
Ben Crouch
Bent
Bishop of Manchester
Bishops Advisory Group on Sexuality
Black Health Agency
BAGS (Blackpool Accommodation for Gays)
Blackpool Central Library
Blackpool CVS
Blackpool Pride
Blades Hair Design - Whitefield
Blue Banana Agency
Body Positive North West
Bolton PCT
Bradford University
Brian Hore Unit
Britannia Hotel
Bury 6th Form College
Bury PCT
Central Manchester PCT
Change Up -ICT
CHAPS Partnership
Cheshire PCT’s
Churchills
Clone Zone
Condom Models
Consortium of LGBT Community & Voluntary
Organisations
Connexions ( Blackpool, Chester, Salford)
Community Chest
Company Bar
Costco
Cllr Paul Fairweather
Coyotes
Cruz 101
Cumbria PCT
Dawsons
Department for Education & Skills
Department of Health
Department of Transport & Industry
Drug & Alcohol Sexual Health Service
Durex
East Manchester Beacon’s Project
Eden
Edge Hill University
Federation
FFLAG (Families & Friends of Lesbians and Gays)
Frank at V Communications
Fylde PCT
Gaia
Gay Healthy Alliance Project (GHAP)
Gay Men Fighting AIDS
George House Trust
GHT –Hadrian’s Walk Team
Glentop Stimulant Service
Government Office North West
Great British Bear Bash
Greater Manchester Council for Voluntary Service
Greater Manchester Health Protection Agency
Greater Manchester Health Protection Unit
Greater Manchester Police
Greater Manchester Police Authority
Greater Manchester Sexual Health Network
Greater Manchester Strategic Health Unit
Green Room

H20 Sauna
Heat Sauna
Heywood & Middleton PCT
Hope Theatre Company
Holocaust Memorial Day Trust
Hollywood Lounge & Studio
Honeycombe Sauna
Homotopia
Hot Village
Hygenium
Icebreakers
Idaho Technology Limited
International Day Against Homophobia
Jarman Clinic
John Moores University
John Ryan
John Robson
Joint Health Unit
Kath Locke Centre
Kelvin Graphics
Legends
Lesbian Community Project
LGBT Health Summit Steering Group
LGF Patrons
LGF Staff
LGF Volunteers
LGF Social Work Placements
Lifeshare
Lifeline
Mahtarr Samba
Manchester Community Alcohol Team
Manchester DAST
Manchester and Salford Drug Action Teams
Manchester City Council
Manchester Print Graphics
MCC Report Line
Manchester Drugs Service
Manchester Lesbian & Gay Chorus
Manchester LGBT Network
Manchester Mental Health & Social Care trust
Manchester Metropolitan University
Manchester Pride Ltd
Manchester Public Health Development Service
Manchester Centre for Sexual Health
Manchester University
Manto
Margaret’s Flower Market - Bury
Marketing Manchester
Marks & Spencer
Maria Oakley
Mary Whowell
Midwifery Service –Zion Centre, Moss Side
Millivres
Mutz Nutz
NAAPS
Napoleons
Nathan Bryson
Neighbourhood Renewal Fund
New Deal for East Manchester
New Start Trust
Newton Heath GP
New Union Hotel
New York New York
North Manchester GUM Clinic
North Manchester PCT
North Trafford PCT
Northern Wave
North West LGBT Network
North West Regional Assembly (Equality & Leadership
Group)
Oldham PCT
Oldham Pride
Olive Delicatessen
Operation Fundraiser Volunteers
O’Neill Patient Solicitors
One North West
outnorthwest Advertisers
outnorthwest Distribution Outlets
outnorthwest Contributors
outeverywhere.com
outlastnight.com
Paddy’s Goose
Pankhurst Centre

Paradise Factory
Pasante
Paul Jones
P.C Samuel Tennant
PCP Ltd
Peer Support Project
Phoenix Centre for Sexual Health, Oldham
Pink Paper
Pink Parents
Poptastic
Prague V
Pride Games
Pure Tanning
Quay Computing
Queer
Queerscape
Queerupnorth
Rampton Hospital
Real Manchester.com
Regional Syphilis Forum
Rembrandt Hotel
Ribblesdale Medical Centre - Bury
Rochdale CVS
Rochdale PCT
Salford City Council
Salford CVS
Salford Library
Salford PCT
Salford University
Schools Out
Sefton CVS
Selfridges
Sigma Research
Sir Ian McKellen
Slade Cooper
SKV Communications
SM Dykes
Smithfield Project
South Manchester PCT
South Trafford PCT
Sparkle
Spirit
Stockport Centre for Health Promotion
Stockport GUM Clinic
Stockport PCT
Stockport Sexual Health Joint Screening Project
Stonewall Citizen 21 Project
Sugar Pops
Superwide Digital
Sure Start
Tameside & Glossop PCT
Taurus
Terrence Higgins Trust
Terry Waller
The Carshop
The Ladyboys of Manchester
The Lowry
The Kings Arms (London)
The Outpost
The Palace Hotel
Thompsons Arms
Tony Warren MBE
Trannylingus
Tribeca
Turning Point
University Challenge
University College London
University of Central Lancashire
Urban Splash
Uzma Allen
Vanilla
Velvet
Via
Victim Support
Village Business Association
Village Manchester Football Club
Village Off Licence
Voluntary Action Manchester
Voluntary Sector North West
World Aids Day Classical Concert
White Bell Group
Wigan PCT
Wirral MBC
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